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The urgency of the work on gender
equality in SADC countries cannot
be under-estimated.  In its recently
adopted SADC Gender Protocol,
the region has put in place the
basic legal instrument to serve as
the framework for advancing
gender equality in all the SADC
countries.  This is, however, no
time to be complacent.

No time for complacency

A number of conventions and declarations have been adopted
over the years to deal with the issues addressed in the SADC
Gender Protocol. These include: The Convention for the Elimination
of all Forms of Discrimination Against Women; the 1993
International Conference on Human Rights in Vienna where
the mantra “women’s rights are human rights” was coined;
The Fourth World on Women Conference in Beijing and the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). MDG three specifically
concerns advancing gender equality across the globe.

Since their adoption, the MDGs have taken centre stage in
development discourse. Progress in most sectors is measured
against the targets set in the goals.  The inter-connectedness of
the world we live in demands a standard set of measures to keep
us focused on the common goal of humanity.

The Protocol is but a framework within which SADC countries
are to build and strengthen their institutions as they transform
their societies from ones in which gender inequality is pervasive
to ones where gender discrimination is a thing of the past.  SADC
gender activists must remember that 24 years since the Second
World Conference on Women in Nairobi; 14 years since the
Fourth World Conference on Women in Beijing and well over
half way through the target date for achieving the Millennium
Development Goals (2015), no country in the SADC region has
achieved gender equality.

Sadly, some forms of women’s rights violations such as trafficking
are increasing.  The global financial and food crises are
increasing the ranks of the poor and undermining the
capacity of states toaddress past wrongs of gender discrimination.
The number one lesson we learn is that there is a propensity
on the part of leaders to sign declarations and make
commitments without any intention or plan for delivering on
these promises.

The challenge is to bridge the gap between policy and
practice. The challenge for Gender Links and other gender
activists is to devise effective implementation, monitoring and
evaluation strategies that ensure accountability on the part
of states for the promises they make. As former UN Secretary
General Kofi Annan observed in the foreword to the report: Larger
Freedom: towards Development, Security and Human Rights
for All:  “The world must advance the causes of security,
development and human rights together, otherwise none will
succeed. Humanity will not enjoy security without development;
it will not enjoy development without security; and it will not
enjoy either without respect for human rights.”

In other words gender equality is intrinsic to security and
development.  Unless women are able to exercise their human
rights freely in societies in which they are, true development will
not take place.  Part of our tasks therefore is to convince states
that gender equality is not only intrinsic to security and
development: it is a precondition for sustainable economic
development.

Strategic direction

As the GL Board, we strive to provide strategic guidance and
effective oversight. GL is currently in the second year of its three
year strategy 2007-2010, developed after an in-depth external
evaluation of the work of the organisation. This strategy helped
to shape three distinctive programme areas within the overall
ambit of the SADC Protocol. These are media, governance and
justice.

While we sought to broaden the scope of our work, especially
by venturing into the francophone countries, we also made
it clear that we need to move from breadth to depth. Evidence
of this is seen in all our programmes where we have pro-
gressed from research, to action plans, to capacity building, to
much stronger monitoring and evaluation of the impact of
our work.

As detailed in the Executive Director’s report, this year has
been one of momentous growth. At a time when many
agencies are being forced to close their doors due to the
financial crisis, we are fortunate to have doubled our budget
and our staff. Thanks to the hard work of the team on the
ground, GL bid along with NGOs around the world and
successfully secured funds from the DFID Governance and
Transparency Fund as well as the Dutch government’s MDG
3 Fund. These resources, together with those from our
traditional funding sources, have made it possible for us to
begin to achieve some of the goals that we set ourselves in the
three year strategy.
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The financial crisis is swelling the ranks of the poor.
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I am especially pleased to report that over the last year,
the Board approved the establishment of two satellite offices
in Botswana and Mauritius. As I write, plans are afoot for
the establishment of project sites in Namibia, Zambia,
Lesotho, Swaziland and Zimbabwe to follow up on our
governance and justice work within the context of the
SADC Protocol. There can be no greater testimony to our
desire for more depth than hands and feet on the ground to
carry the work forward.

Strengthening governance

Such rapid expansion calls for a strengthening of our governance.
I am pleased to announce that after relocating to the UK for
personal reasons and settling down there, Ruth Ayisi rejoined the
Board.  Scholastica Kimaryo, who brings to our team a wealth
of experience and expertise, joined the Board in March 2009.
We are delighted that through this appointment we continue to
expand our geographical base and the diversity that we cherish
so deeply at GL.

At its annual meeting in 2004, the Board established an Executive
Committee to attend to issues that might arise in between Board
meetings. Exco comprises the Chairperson and Deputy Chair; a
Board Member; the Secretary to the Board and the Executive
Director (ex officio).

During the period April 2007 to March 2008 Exco met three
times on 21 May; 6 November and 9 February. In addition,
Exco referred certain matters to the Board addressed at telecon-
ferences on 12 June and 26 November.
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Among others, we established an endowment fund and
approved a salary structure for staff to ensure competitiveness
and fairness. For the first time in its eight year history, the Board
also approved the issuing of three year contracts where funding
permits us to do so. This is our strongest statement yet that we
can look forward to the future with some degree of certainty and
that we want our staff to join us for the long haul. The degree of
stabilisation after some of our teething set up problems is
heartening.

Sustainability
At all our Exco meetings the Executive Director tabled quarterly
financial reports, with the annual audited accounts submitted to
the full Board at our annual meeting in March. The ED gave
regular reports on her fund raising initiatives. As a Board we are
acutely aware that much as we have achieved relative stability
for the next three years, we must never rest on our laurels. We

Pat Made and Susan Tolmay at the March 2009 at Board meeting.

take this opportunity to congratulate Scholastica Kimaryo.
Welcome on board!”

Kimaryo is the ninth GL Board member. Dr Ndulo, from
Zambia is Professor of Law at Cornell University Law School,
Director of the Institute for African Development at Cornell
University, Honorary Professor of Law at Cape Town
University and former dean of the Law School at the University
of Zambia. Dr Ndulo is also part of a high level panel
convened by the African Union, chaired by the former
President of South Africa Thabo Mbeki, to investigate the
conflict in Darfur.  Dr Athalia Molokomme, Attorney General
of Botswana; a former high court judge and former head of
the SADC Gender Unit, is the deputy chair.

Other board members include: Thenjiwe Mtintso, founding
chair and South Africa’s ambassador to Italy;  Ferial
Haffajee, former editor of the Mail and Guardian, now
with City Press in South Africa; Pat Made (Zimbabwe/USA),
former Director General of Inter Press Service and an
independent media trainer and researcher; Ruth Ansah Ayisi
(Ghana/UK) independent media trainer and consultant
with several years experience in Mozambique; Loga
Virahsawmy (President of the Mauritius Media Watch
Organisation); and Dr Pinkie Mekgwe from Botswana
who works in the Research Department, Council for the
Development of Research in the Social Sciences in Africa
(CODESRIA), based in Dakar, Senegal.

Colleen Lowe Morna (South Africa/Zimbabwe), a former
journalist and editor; Chief Programme Officer of the
Commonwealth Observer Mission to South Africa and
founding CEO of South Africa’s Commission on Gender
Equality, is GL’s executive director.

Welcome on Board to Scholastica Kimaryo
Born in Tanzania, Kimaryo has 30 years
of working experience with the United
Nations System; 23 within the United
Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and
the other seven with the United Nations
Development Programme (UNDP).
Whilst in those positions, she served in
Botswana, Lesotho, South Africa,
Tanzania as well as a stint with UNICEF
New York Headquarters.

At the time of her retirement from UNDP in January 2009,
Kimaryo was Deputy Assistant UNDP Administrator &
Deputy Regional Director for Africa. Kimaryo holds an MSc
in Social Policy, Planning & Participation in Developing
Countries from the London School of Economics & Political
Science, a BSc in Home Economics & Nutrition as well as a
post-graduate Diploma in Journalism.

She has focused her career on supporting the African
Governments and people in the countries of her assignment
to addressing the challenges of making public institutions
work, especially in facilitating access to basic services by
the poor and marginalised in society; the majority of whom
are women and children.

C o m m e n t i n g  o n  K i m a r yo ’s
appointment, Edwidge Mutale, a
gender trainer/ consultant from
Zambia noted: “It is nice to know
that we have women with a lot
of experience that they are bring-
ing to gender organisations. May I



Taking time out to reflect
By Athaliah Molokomme
Deputy Chair

Excuse the cliché, but time does fly.
The growth of GL during the past year
alone, in terms of programme coverage,
depth and funding can only be
described as phenomenal. This does
not of course just happen: it is testimony

to the unflinching commitment and hard work of the Executive
Director and her team. We at the Board are proud of these
achievements, and will continue to play our role in shaping
policy and guidance as appropriate.

One of the fulfilling things about being associated with GL is
the rich links and networks that one is able to forge with
colleagues in the board, all of whom have a wide experience
and varied institutional links. A couple of years ago, our current
Chairperson, Dr Muna Ndulo, suggested that I might wish to
take time off to participate in a visiting scholarship program
that Cornell Law School was offering in feminist jurisprudence.
This program provides women lawyers with time and space
away from the hustle and bustle of their jobs to do research
and writing on a subject of their choice related to feminist
jurisprudence.

Naturally, I was very interested in the offer, as I had not had
time to reflect and write for sometime, especially in the field
of women and law. But then, I thought, where does one find
the time? Well, with a little help from Dr Ndulo’s gentle but
firm reminders, I eventually found a five week window in April
this year, and I am writing this from the peace and quiet of
the tower at Cornell Law School, Ithaca, in Upstate New York.
From here, I am soothed by the sounds of a gorge below, and
treated to a wonderful view of the expansive Cayuga Lake.

We all need time out from our daily routine at work and home
to rest, reflect, and re-energise ourselves. Women especially
often find it difficult to do this, as they have to juggle so many
roles, and tend to think about themselves and their well being
last. Well, I may have hesitated at first, but in the end, I took
the plunge, and believe me, it is worth every minute. And the
time does fly.

Back to reality, it is always a pleasure to draw on the record
and resources of GL, brag about the great work we do, and
most importantly, be able, at the touch of a button, to present
the evidence for all to see on the GL website. As we look back
with pride at our achievements during the past year, we go
into another year fully cogniscant of the momentous challenges
the world economy faces, and its implications for our work.
We are deeply appreciative for the support of our partners and
donors, and know that there are many equally important
causes that deserve their support.

On our part, we remain resolute in our vision to transform
Southern Africa into a place where women and men are able
to realise their full potential and participate equally in all
aspects of public and private life.
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know that sunny days can very quickly turn to rainy days. We
realise that we need to make hay while the sun shines.

Following my request to the ED to look into the setting up of an
endowment fund, the Head of Finance and Administration Bridget
Marango assisted the ED in putting a proposal for an endowment
fund to Exco on 12 May 2008 and to the full board on 12 June
2008. The Board accepted the recommendation and the fund
came into being in December 2008.

The Board ensures that each year GL generates at least 10% in
“own resources” that, like any good enterprise, can be invested
back in the organisation. These comprise resources that GL has
been able to raise through VAT returns; interest; sale of publications;
renting out its premises and consultancy fees.

In addition to the endowment fund, the Board at its meeting in
March 2009 authorised the purchase of the adjoining property
to 9 Derrick Avenue where our offices are located. This is both
a long term investment and an immediate measure to create
additional space for a growing organisation.

Striving for excellence

As we have scoured the terrain to see how best we serve Southern
Africa, we have reached the conclusion that we need to begin
from within, by creating a world-class organisation run by a team
of dedicated professionals who practice the good governance
that they preach.

Our policies and regulations are constantly amended to reflect
a larger organisation, with bases in more than one country, but
still guided by one value system.

The Board and staff of GL are exceptionally proud of the
award of the Grand Officer of the Order of the Star and Key
of the Indian Ocean (G.O.S.K) to GL Director, Francophone
and Mauritius office, Loga Virahsamy, for her service to the
women of that sub-region to be presented to her by the President
in July. Among others, Virahsamy spent the past year running
village level workshops on what the SADC Gender Protocol
means for poor women across the island. As a colleague
commented: “Loga earned the national recognition that she
received every inch of the way: village by village; hour after hour
of hard and dedicated work.”

My deputy, Dr Athalia Molokomme, also Attorney General of
Botswana, continues to be featured in a wide range of publications
and productions as an outstanding example of female leadership.
She found the time this year to reflect on feminist jurisprudence
at Cornell University; a habit that I hope that all of us in the busy
and pressured environment of GL will develop.
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Loga Virahsamy (right) with the Prime Minister of Mauritius during the launch of the
I  Stories.



Dr Ndulo with Board member Dr Pinkie Mekgwe during a GL seminar.

Looking ahead

At our Board meeting in March 2009, we tasked the ED and
her team to come up with a paper for the next board meeting
on where GL would like to see itself in the next ten years.
Our landscape is constantly changing. Over the last year,
Zimbabwe all but plunged to its lowest ebb; now there is
fresh hope on the horizon.

There has been a change of leadership in South Africa that poses
interesting challenges to work on gender.  While the number of
women in politics continues to increase, there is little difference
in the plight of ordinary women.

With every step forward there is the possibility of a step backward.
We need to ensure that however turbulent the seas, we keep our
rudder pointing in the right direction. We need to ensure that we
sustain ourselves, humanly, financially and organisationally so
that we can sustain our cause.

In 2010/2011, as we did in 2005/2006, we will work with our
donors to commission an external evaluation that will again assist
us in repositioning our work so that we can remain relevant and
achieve the changes that we seek.

May I take this opportunity to thank all those who have
stood with us – our partners, donors and beneficiaries of our
programmes. The challenges ahead of us are larger than any
one individual or organisation. Together, we can and will make
a difference.

Dr Muna Ndulo
Chairperson

The tireless work of our Executive Director and her team, and
especially the final push to get the SADC Gender Protocol adopted
in August 2008, received recognition with the nomination of the
ED by her peers to be featured in a book by the SADC Secretariat
and UN Economic Commission for Africa (UNECA) on the unsung
heroes of the gender movement. UNECA subsequently wrote to
say it intended to feature not just the ED but the whole organisation,
in appreciation of the team work that is producing these results.
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GL receives regional recognition
“The UNECA - Southern Africa office
(UNECA-SA) and SADC Gender Unit
are jointly embarking on an initiative
to produce a publication, an easy
read with pictures and short narrations
of efforts by men and women in
Southern Africa who have worked
tirelessly to promote gender equality
and women's empowerment. This publication is intended to
profile the people behind the hard work going on in the region.

As a follow up to my earlier mail, we would like to profile
Gender Links in addition to profiling you as a person in
our publication. Gender Links is a key organisation in
Southern Africa championing the cause of gender equality
and empowerment of women. in Southern Africa. GL
continues to take the gender agenda to high unexplored
levels in Southern Africa. Your good efforts and collective
energies resulted in the SADC Protocol on Gender and
Development being adopted.  This is the first protocol in
SADC adopted after extensive debates and interaction
between Member States and Civil Society Groups.
Congratulations!”-  Keiso Matashane-Marite; Economic Affairs
Officer responsible for Gender, UNECA-SA



by Ruth Ansah Ayisi

I began to feel guilty that I was not pulling my weight on the Board of Gender Links. I had missed the last
board meeting due to a work assignment in Tajikistan.  And I would miss the next because I planned to
return to the UK to be with my terminally ill mother.  So I resigned from the Board reluctantly at the end
of 2007.

It was a difficult decision. I had been a member of the board since Gender Link’s inception when the total
staff consisted of the Executive Director and her assistant who were operating out of the former’s garage.

But I made it. I returned to the UK in December 2007. However, I soon missed both my life in Mozambique,
where I had been based as an international consultant for most of the past 21 years, and I missed my work
in Africa and Gender Links.

So when I was invited back on the board almost a year later, I did not think twice. It was a connection with Africa that I treasure,
and a chance again to be involved with the media in southern Africa especially on gender and HIV AIDS issues – the areas in which
I had chose to specialise.

I attended my first annual board meeting in Misty Hills, in Johannesburg, in March 2009 eager to witness how Gender Links is
flourishing. I had already had a taste of its success through earlier conference calls and the regular updates from the Executive Director
and fellow board members.

However, I was taken by surprise; not by the numbers of staff – I already knew that the staff mushroomed to 26 – but by what and
how the staff talked about Gender Links.

The first evening, when the staff and board joined together, there was an “ice breaker” during which each of us had to count our
“blessings”.  What struck me was how the majority of the staff mentioned that they felt blessed working for an organisation which
had they had a passion for. It was not just a job – which they admitted was a blessing especially in this time of global recession –
but it was a job that had a real meaning for them.

During the next day, I became even more convinced of genuine staff commitment. They gave presentations of their projects with an
energy and enthusiasm that even the best actors would find difficult to fake. The concrete achievements of Gender Links further backed
up their claims.  And the group work gave insight to how the colleagues worked together with constructive criticism and active
listening.

In the past, I remember being
concerned that the Executive
Director and some of the staff were
missing out on a balanced work/
home life.  So I was especially
encouraged to hear about the new
Gender Link’s “Wellness Programme”.
The staff had already enjoyed an
outing to the zoo, and they discussed
new ideas of how to centre wellbeing
in organisational culture. Again,
I believe this will be a genuine
effort.

As a Board member, I have seen how
the Executive Director, fellow board
members and staff have shown
support for each other particularly in
times of sickness, and loss.  Not
surprisingly, the first bouquet of
flowers to be delivered at my door
step when I lost my mother was
from the staff and board of Gender
Links. The culture of caring and sharing
is one that we must nurture as we go
forward.
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Who is who in the zoo? Judith Mtsewu and Bridget Marango during the staff outing to Johannesburg zoo.

RETURNING TO THE BOARD – A SURPRISE!



Loveness Jambaya-Nyakujarah with receptionist Nancy Padare during staff planning.

2008/2009 has been a year of
exceptional growth for GL, in human,
financial and physical terms. We
used to be described as a “small
NGO with large footprints.” We
are no longer a small NGO and in
our institutional video, launched
at the Board meeting in March,
we are described as having
taken “giant footsteps”. We now
have offices in three locations:

Johannesburg, Mauritius and Botswana. We have 26 staff.
We work (actively) in 15 countries.

During the four monthly staff planning retreat in December, we
conducted an in-house SWOT analysis. I will structure my report
around the observations made, as these provide a useful way of
reviewing the year.

Brand
In essence, we perceive our greatest asset to be our name and
reputation; these are not to be taken lightly as name and reputation
can easily be destroyed and take years to build.

Positioning, POA and partnerships
While we face some external threats, notably the changing
political environment in South Africa; tenuous peace in Zimbabwe;
fragile states in Madagascar and DRC, our programmes are
perceived as strategic, well chosen; innovative and relevant. The
partnership assessment included in this report shows that GL
continues to be an extraordinarily networked organisation, with
69 active partners and many organised networking arrangements
such as the Media Action Plan on HIV and AIDS and Gender;
the SADC Protocol Alliance; Gender and Media Southern Africa
(GEMSA) Network and the Gender and Media Diversity Centre
(GMDC).

Managing partnerships always poses challenges but the analysis
suggests we have become more adept at choosing partners (for
example in the justice programme) and diversifying partners (for
example the several new partners in local government) that give
us hands, feet and visibility on the ground.

Human resources
At an individual and institutional level, our greatest challenge
continues to be finding balance in our lives.

Several actions have been taken. GL spent R59 000 this year on
staff wellness and welfare. GL has staff evaluations and planning
retreats three times a year; these have built-in team building and
wellness components.

The wellness programme, led by Assistant Director Loveness
Jambaya-Nyakujarah has included a number of fun as well
as self management sessions (for example personal
financial management). The team building assessment
included in this report reflects a fairly healthy team; for the
first time there is no one who feels they are in a ‘sweat
shop” and a few are bordering on being in the “country
club” quadrant (more maintained than tasked!)
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Key facts
• The GL budget grew by 160% from R10 million to R26

million, largely as a result of the two funds that GL
successfully bid for (GTF and MDG) funds against huge
international competition.

• GL generated R3 million in own resources (consultancies,
interest, VAT, trust fund, publications, conference facilities).
The Board this year authorised the establishment of an
Endowment Fund.

• Staff doubled from 13 to 26. They come from 10 countries;
20% are male; 73% black; 19% white and the remainder
of mixed or Indian origin.

• GL established satellite offices in Mauritius and Botswana
with five staff.

• The number of active partners increased from 40 to 69.
• The number of workshops and events more than doubled

from 77 to 196. These took place in 13 countries.
• The number of participants nearly tripled from 2684 to

8095; 36% of these men; with the proportion even higher
(40%) in the governance events, mainly at the local level.
Some 256 media practitioners participated in GL training
workshops.

• Website hits increased by 170% from 2 million to 5 million;
an average of 461,369 hits per month.

• The GMDC knowledge centre is operational with over 600
books and more than 250 research items archived physically
and virtually. GL has a photo library with nearly 3000
images and a contacts data base of over 4000 that are
linked through a list serve.

• GL received 185 media queries and made 39 TV
appearances. GL distributed over 100 articles through its
Opinion and Commentary Service each of which was used
at least three times.

• GL helped media partners to produced 132 gender aware
HIV and AIDS policies; has helped develop six national
strategies and 32 local action plans for gender and local
government and worked with SADC countries in developing
National Action Plans to end Gender Violence.

• GL produced eight books; over 30 fact sheets; three
documentaries; an audio production for the Sixteen Days
of Activism and three sets of conference newspapers at the
Sixth African Development Forum,the 53rd Commission
on the Status of Women (CSW), and the GEM Summit.



and the crafting by the Board of guidelines for the opening of
such operations in the future.

This is a clear recognition that the size of our work means that
we can no longer manage it all from one central base. The
principle has now been accepted that from time to time we will
set up camp in the countries we work in.

Our organisational chart reflects the fact that we now have a
distinct management team; that reporting lines have been
rationalised, and that the direct management load on the ED has
been considerably reduced. Monthly management meetings are
held. Managers are responsible for planning, reporting,
performance management and day to day management of the
work of the media department, gender and governance unit. We
now have a full time head of finance and administration.

The principles of management are better understood, though we
have identified the need for management training as a priority.
There is still too great a tendency to default to the ED, especially
when there are difficult issues to address. The need for managers
to take frontline responsibility for their budgets is not yet fully
appreciated. In particular we need a culture of learning from
mistakes. The question of who pays when mistakes are made,
especially when these concern money, needs to be canvassed
and agreed.

Accountability
Indeed, at a time when several NGOs around us are closing, GL
is fortunate to have a robust budget. This should not be taken
lightly or be taken for granted. It is the result of years of painstaking
credibility-building and fund raising that resulted in GL being
the recipient of two funds for which there was stiff global
competition: the DFID Governance and Transparency Fund, and
the Dutch government MDG 3 Fund. These are substantial four
and two year funding agreements that mean we start this financial
year with a healthy bank balance and projections. This is a
phenomenal achievement for an eight year old organisation.

It places a tremendous burden on all of us, and the management
team in particular, to manage our resources judiciously. Our new
funding arrangements give us room to plan our work better; offer
longer term contracts and plan for the future. But they also place
a heavy obligation on us to demonstrate results.

Bilateral donors are less interested in activities and outputs than
they are in outcomes. The economic down turn means these
funds are under close scrutiny from their tax payers. How does
one demonstrate, for example, that the GBP 130 million set aside
by the British government for governance and transparency
projects run by civil society entities actually makes a difference?
We need to help answer these questions not only as a matter of
accountability to our funders but also to our clients and
beneficiaries.

Planning, monitoring and evaluation
During the 2009 Board meeting, we started to ask the long term
questions that will frame our 2010-2013 strategic plan. Monitoring
and evaluation will occupy a far more central role in our planning
and in the way we work. Those aspects of our programme work
that have to do with baseline studies; indicators; documenting
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Staff turn-over, at 7%, points to a stabilising of staff. One staff
member left before being confirmed after an interim assessment
suggested that she might not pass her probation. We have had
two staff who left coming back to join us; one after a relatively
short space of time and reflection on the personal growth
opportunity cost of leaving.

Where staff have left or are leaving this creates space for
movement and growth; there are several examples of this. As
part of institutional and staff strengthening, GL undertook a
major job evaluation and grading exercise that resulted in
substantial salary adjustments and a new system of notches
linked to our performance management system. At a time
when many were losing their jobs with the economic down
turn at the beginning of this year, GL staff received salary
increments of between 10% to 50%.  After years of issuing
one year contracts, and in a clear bid to retain and incentivise
our staff, the Board authorised the issuing of three year
contracts to staff in January 2009.

Capacity continues to be cited as a concern. With a staff double
what we had last year the capacity constraint is not so much
numbers but individual capacity within certain posts. In at least
three instances we have filled posts at more junior levels than
we would have wanted to, largely because after resorting to head
hunting we could not find the level of person wanted, or because
at the last minute these people let us down. What this does is
throw back the challenge to the management team to put even
greater effort into growing our younger and less experienced
staff.

In addition to the formal capacity building
programme that has included driving and
French classes, we include in the annual
report this year excerpts from GL’s “Learning
Journey”; reflections by staff on what they

have learned on the job. This shows that no amount of formal
learning can replace learning by doing. The several testimonies
to personal growth, in some cases quite meteoric rises from one
level to another, show that GL is both a growing and learning
organisation.

Management skills and capacity
Last year we highlighted the need for greater decentralisation
and delegation of responsibilities. One of the most important
developments in GL’s institutional growth this year has been the
opening of two satellite offices, in Botswana (headquarters of
SADC) and Mauritius (GL headquarters for Francophone work),
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Learning on the job: HIV and AIDS and Gender manager Dumisani Gandhi.

I am very impressed with GL’s
integrity and professionalism.

 - Magnus Bjornsen, Norwegian Council on Africa“ ”



What I have learned on the job
I founded Gender Links with several of
its current Board members after a
traumatic experience with an
organisation that self- destructed, largely
due to a lack of clarity about roles and

responsibilities; combined with various other idiosyncrasies
of a post-apartheid South Africa. In my self-reflection I realised
that as chief-of-staff I had put too much emphasis on
programmes (my passion and interest) and not enough
on institutional processes and mechanisms - the pillars
that ensure harmony and sustainability in an organisation.

This led to my emphasis on putting in place good institutional
systems and practices at GL. Our policies and regulations are
the ultimate testimony to learning-on-the-job because they
were not cut and paste from anywhere. They have evolved
with us; responding to our needs; adapting to our circumstances.
Each year, we grow; we learn new things; and we build them
back into policy.

My role model at GL when it comes to humility, service, loyalty,
time management, a positive attitude and the embodiment of
the fact that you are never too old to learn is our receptionist
and house manager Nancy Padare, whom I have known for
25 years and who has grown constantly through being willing
to “move with the cheese.”

In my next life, which is not too far off, I feel I could be reincar-
nated as so many things: an accountant, debt collector, lawyer,
travel agent, event manager, driver, architect, builder, web
designer, researcher, editor, journalist, trainer, photographer,
facilitator, manager, producer, director- maybe even a politician!
Thanks GL for adding so many new dimensions to my life!

- Colleen Lowe Morna.

Structure of the report
The report is structured according to the six pillars of the GL
Strategic Plan for 2007-2010. These are:
• Strategic positioning • Programme of Action
• Partnerships • Institutional strengthening
• Monitoring and Evaluation • Sustainability

Reports have been prepared by responsible managers and staff.
Each report, starting with my own, includes and excerpt from
“The Learning Journey” on the personal insights we have gained
as part of our work. This makes the 2009 annual report not just
an accounting, but a self-reflection exercise. We ask all who read
this report to join us in this incredible learning journey. Asihambeni!
Let s go!

Colleen Lowe Morna
Executive Director, Gender Links.

progress; case studies; handbooks and lessons learned will occupy
a far more prominent role. The GMDC, our knowledge and
resource centre, becomes a vital component of our M and E
because it is about moving from information to knowledge and
from knowledge to wisdom.

Quantitative and qualitative data from our stakeholders and
beneficiaries will be critical to demonstrating the single most
important question we have to ask ourselves every day: are we
making a difference? And if so, how can we demonstrate it and
how can we communicate these results? Our media orientation
gives us an edge. Our analysis and M and E tools need to become
far more rigorous.

M and E starts at home
On a positive note, GL continues to score highly in the several
institutional reviews that our donors put us through before
we get funds (DFID, the MDG Fund, the UNIFEM Trust Fund
on Violance Against Women and Diakonia, to name a few).
We have now compiled all these institutional assessment tools
into one composite tool with 100 questions that we used for
self-evaluation at the 2009 Board meeting and that we will
use as a self monitoring tool going forward (see Monitoring
and Evaluation). In 2009, GL staff and Board members gave
the organisation an overall score of 83% with sustainability
(88%) scoring highest. Among the issues to watch are
gender balance among staff and board; the need for comfortable
working space; and aligning staff capacity with programme
needs.

A N N U A L  R E P O R T  2 0 0 8 / 2 0 0 9 P A G E  1 0

“There is a high degree of professionalism among staff,
and the people recruited are highly qualified to do the job.
That has made the organisation outstanding in terms
of deliverables. There is a clear governance structure which
ensures that there is transparency and accountability. That
on its own has made many people have confidence in
the organisation; it is no surprise why GL has been able to
forge ahead even in very challenging times.”

What you feel we need to improve on?

“I think there is need to balance the gender scales in the
office. There is need to have more men joining GL. It’s
important for GL to walk the talk. I personally think, there
is need to have GEMSA acquire their own premises, not to
be housed at GL premises. Otherwise, I am proud and
honoured to be associated with the winning team in GL.
I hope that the organisation shall continue the good
example and leave a legacy in the NGO Sector where bad
governance and lack of accountability has been reported to
be the order of the day in some countries.”

- Bheki Maseko, MB Consulting, Swaziland.
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